
Generating Training Samples for Polishing Network
Refined descriptions: high quality while describing similarly with the raw descriptions.

Two sampling modules α and β.
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Abstract
Existing methods in diverse image caption generation usually adopt a single-
pass decoding process, that the sampled words at each time step during
decoding will not be modified. A mistaken word could affect the whole
subsequent sequence. On the other hand, decoders in single-pass approaches
only have access to the previously generated words, thus unable to compose
the sentences with an understanding of the whole contents. Inspired by the
multi-pass process of human generating descriptions, in this paper we propose
a novel framework with a Polishing Network (PN) for decoding diverse image
captions. PN refines the raw descriptions generated by an original diverse image
caption generation model. The refined sentences could modify some of the
incorrect words and phrases in the raw descriptions, while still describing
similar content. We also propose a novel approach for training PN. The raw-
refined caption pairs used as training samples for PN are obtained by sampling
both the input and output words of an original model during decoding. The
experimental results show that the proposed approach can generate high-
quality diverse image captions, achieving a better quality-diversity trade-off.

Introduction

Figure 1: Introduction of our approach.
In the task of diverse image caption generation, a set of descriptions obtained
with beam search are usually of high quality and low diversity. While with
random sampling methods, a set of descriptions with higher diversity can be
generated with low calculation consumption. However, the quality of these
descriptions are usually lower, with incorrect words and phrases appearing in
the descriptions. In this paper, we propose a novel framework with a polishing
network to refine the raw descriptions generated by an original model, thus
generating a set of refined descriptions with higher-quality. For example,
mistaken words ''rice'' and ''carrots'' in the figure can be refined as ''noodles''
by the polishing network.
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Figure 2: An overview of the proposed approach. During training, the input and
output words of the original model are randomly sampled with the sampling modules.
The raw-refined description pairs are then generated as training samples for the
polishing network. Embedding vectors of a generated raw description are used as
input to the polishing network to generate a refined description. During inference, a
set of diverse raw descriptions is generated by the original model, then the polishing
network refines each of the raw descriptions.

Results

Results

Conclusion
We proposed a novel approach for diverse image caption generation with
a polishing network, which refines the generated results from an original
single-pass method to obtain higher-quality descriptions. A novel training
approach is also proposed to generate raw-refined description pairs for
training the polishing network. Experiments in diverse image caption
generation show that the proposed approach can achieve a better quality-
diversity trade-off of descriptions.
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Figure 3: (a-d) Quality-diversity trade-off. Random sampling methods
achieve better oracle CIDEr/BLEU-4 scores under same diversity scores
when combined with PN. (e-f) Overall quality across the whole set of
descriptions. The quality of descriptions from the random sampling based
methods can be improved. Although the best-quality descriptions obtained
by the beam search based methods are not improved by PN, the
descriptions with lower quality for each image are improved.

Figure 4: Examples of raw descriptions and corresponding PN refined
descriptions. Words and phrases refined by PN are underlined. Mistaken
descriptions such as ''a dog is a soccer ball'' can be modified as ''a dog
with a soccer ball''. Grammar errors such as ''a computers'' can be refined
as ''their laptops''.

Table 1: Scores of quality metrics using the m-RNN
test split on MS COCO dataset.

Table 2: Diversity scores using the m-RNN
test split on MS COCO dataset.

Table 3: Scores of quality metrics. When
combined with PN, random sampling
based methods can achieve better results
on oracle/average/top-one scores.

Quality and diversity scores in
Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 show that
better quality-diversity trade-
off can be achieved with
polishing network comparing
with existing methods.
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